
We supply various parts being necessary for your complete built up of brakes systems of racing vehicles, tuning adjustment and road 
vehicles brakes upgrades. You can chosse among the complete brake sets produced for specific vehicles or the individual components 
regarding your choices - brake calipers, brake discs, hubs, flexi hoses, caliper brackets, valves, master zylinders etc. For the reparations 
we stock the most usual sealings, screws etc. Apart from those, we stock all the most popular racing and sport brakes fluids and other 
specialized liquids used during brake system maintainance.  Upon special requests of our customers we are able to supply the solution 
for almost any brake systems required including those solutions requring the consequence with the FIA homologations / Appendix J 
or the R90 rules for cars used in street driving. On the other hand, once preparing the solutions for applications not requiring those 
specifictions above, thanks to our wide supply of various parts and direct dealing with the producers as well we deliver costly effective 
solutions without compromising the quality as well.
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Superlite Calipers

DynaPro Calipers

Dynalite Calipers
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We supply the complete range of various friction materials and shapes almost for any applications required. 
For those, who are using their vehicles mainly on streets, there are supplied frictions compounds meeting  
the R90 specs. Those products have optimalized the ratio of the friction properties, comfort, noise, price  
and pad wear / life.  While the parts for pure racing are just taking into the consideration specific requests  
for each type of racing, used brake systems and also the drivers styles. This all results in very wide supply  
of friction materials from the best known  names among „brakings“ as well. All the experiences gained by us  
are then further used for the solutions of various requests of each specific customer.
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Ferodo DS Performance - the pedigree of racing technologie brought into the street 
for sport driving including the appropriate performance, while keeping the requested 
comfortability typical for OE level materials. R90 homologation, increased friction, maxi-
mum temperature resistence. The average friction coeficient 0,46u. 

Ferodo Racing - wide supply of various materials for all disciplines
Ferodo Racing is a synonymum for a complete range of materials and shapes for all kind 
of racing activities including those as GT, WRC, R5, S2000, international single seat cars 
series etc. There can be choosen among DS2500 (uphills), 4003 (single seat cars), 
DS3000 and DS UNO (rally, circuits) and DS 1.11 (endurance). Basically, just 5 com-
pounds covering all the needs. Apart from that, very friendly pricing. All those facts made 
the Ferodo Racing pads famous worldwide. More details can be found at our web. 

The top products among our friction  
materials  are the pads of Japan brand 
Endless. Materials start from the street 
usage over all the typical racing applicati-
ons to the very special materials develo-
ped for ceramic brakes. There can be told 

as examples the unique materials MX72 and TRZ-S developed especially for „track days“ 
without any compromise from the terms of performance and comfortability. Simply, a ama-
zing combinations  found just at those Endless pads. There can be used also the pure racing 
compoud ME20 also for track days, the most famous racing compounds such as N35S and 
N105SP are used by top world teams both for rally and circuits as for example Škoda  
Motorsport, Quatar M Sport World Rally Team, Audi Customer Racing, Peter Solberg and 
others. The MA45B and ES88G compounds are legendary among endurance teams, proved 
by wins on events such as the 24 h of Nurburgring or 24 h of Barcelona and others. There 
is supplied also the top level brake fluid with incredible viscosity stability and extremely low 
compressibility RF-650, for example used by the team Mercedes AMG Petronas Formula 1 
Team, the 2014 constructor F1 winner. More information at Endless section on our web. 

New racing materials supply from the legendary brand. There is to your disposal  
the complete supply of various brake pads materials for all kind of racing - RB130 
for uphills and leight vehicles, the most universal RB170, the new special com-
pound RB330 for gravel and top compounds RB350 and RB340 for circuits, rallye 
and endurance events. More information at our web in the Brembo section. 

We stock also the pads of the following brands: Rensport (Renovak brand produced in the USA on the carbon-metallic base), Pagid, Mintex, Wilwood, 
Galfer and CL Brakes. 


